
ANIMALS AND HUMANS SHOUL BE TREATED

Nov 8, Animals and humans have the same type of feelings; therefore, they should be treated the same way. Humans
don't like being disrespected.

The function of the right anterior insula is to create hypothetical models of the internal state of our body in
different circumstances Craig, ,  At a. Animal right activists are being blamed. This is, in fact, what we have
been doing all along: to establish a hierarchy of animals that deserve more or less consideration based on their
mental abilities, putting humans at the top. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Having gone on veterinary calls
for decades the practices targeted by activists appall me because these practices are done for the good of the
animals. So, one day when he was at home there was to mouses fighting on his television, and all of a sudden
a knife fell that is where he always puts his knife to kill the pigs , and cutter his tongue off Animal rights are
really human rights This position says that what we think of as animal rights are indirect human rights. This
delusional form of theory of mind is responsible for the anthropomorphizing of animals that is so common in
modern culture. I live in Camden, and NO I'm not like a lot of people who behaves rudely, I am an educator,
so no matter where you live and what's its history, you are who you are, and is made of how you want yourself
to be. Of course, theory of mind is much more than that and involves the cognitive abilities of many other
parts of the brain. Theory of Mind is the ability to understand what other people are feeling and thinking [pp.
Arguably, happiness and suffering require some continuity in time, which would seem to require extended
consciousness. What has been becoming clear is that we humans possess a kind of consciousness that no other
animal has: the ability to see ourselves as selves extending from the pass to the future [pp. Blackmore S
Consciousness: An Introduction. But do you want to know the scary part? American Journal of Medical
Sciences  Of course, all of this flies in the face of the values of all human societies from prehistory to date,
which have used animals for food, clothing, work and entertainment. Moreover, the well-being of humans
should not be put above the well-being of animals Singer, , so that doing research on animals cannot be
justified by improvements in human health, as scientists claim Ringach, ; Bennett and Ringach,  Many
animals, like jellyfish, worms and clams, do not have any mental capabilities at all, do not feel pain, and can
be treated the same as plants. That is, episodic memory retains events as they were experienced by ourselves
in a particular place and time. New York: Basic Blackwell. Animals deserve to be treated humanely and it is
our responsibility as humans to treat them with compassion and benevolence. Without going to that extreme, it
is quite clear that we humans have a capacity to be happy and to suffer that goes far beyond what animals can
experience. Even though humans are humans, and animals are animals, but we are both mammals. Animal
care practices are scientifically tested, evolving, and medically necessary. However, the Theory of Evolution
and modern physiology have pushed back against those beliefs, showing that there is an evolutionary
continuum between animals and humans and that there are no fundamental differences between the physiology
of the humans and other mammals Rachels,  Animals do not have rights Animals can be used for the benefit of
human beings providing: Some consideration has been given to the interests of the animals concerned There is
a benefit to human beings The animals concerned are treated humanely Animals may therefore be used for
food, clothing, experiment, entertainment and other purposes under appropriate circumstances Two totally
human-centred positions The extreme position is that animals can be treated in any way that humans want to
treat them. The farmer is not inhumane because the mink live in a barn and are kept separated in cages.
Likewise, the right anterior insula can make a model of the internal state of the body of another person.
Animals do not have rights in the same way that humans have rights Some animals have fewer rights than
others Cynics suggest that animals that don't look cute have fewer rights A more logical approach reduces the
rights by criteria like these: Simpler animals have fewer rights than more complex animals Animals with less
apparent consciousness have fewer rights Animals with less social behaviour have fewer rights Animals that
appear to feel pain and fear less, have fewer rights Animals that do harm have fewer rights even though they
are not morally responsible for the harm they do. Language and culture. Buffalo, NY: Prometheus Books.
How shameful Mammals, birds and some other animals have a set of six basic emotions listed by Ekman:
anger, fear, disgust, joy, sadness and surprise. Call J, Tomasello M Does the chimpanzee have a theory of
mind? If the only difference between humans and animals is that of a higher intelligence, does that justify that
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we treat ourselves better than the animals? There was once this guy who was a slaughter man who killed pigs,
but before he killed them, he would always abuse or have cruelty to them, like cutting their tongues, or ears
off. It is a well-established fact that many animals react to distress by other animals by showing signs of
distress themselves. The fact that animals cannot even remotely comprehend the concept of rights is a strong
argument for why they should not have rights. In particular, they should have a right to life, a right to freedom
and a right not be used by humans. Even though some studies have shown that monkeys have a primitive
sense of fairness particularly when it applies to their own interest , it is but a pale anticipation of our sense of
justice. Print this page Full animal rights It is almost never acceptable to exploit or use animals in a way that is
not in the best interests of the animals concerned.


